Invocation to Consciousness Explorers
I take my turn at the wheel of the Exploring Consciousness Bus in full knowingness that we are
each our own authentic light being with an inbuilt mission to evolve, learn and uncover who we
truly are. I acknowledge that this is not a bus ride for everyone this lifetime. Some might just
want to sit this one out. There is no judgement in this.
I find joy and inspiration that we are more than we ‘ve been taught we are. Layers of
conditioning and projections from the system ,unaware parents and society have limited the ways
we see and think about ourselves. Our perceptions of ourselves are based on the narrow dogmas
and the relentless, dull, uninspired, droning, self-esteem-lowering, rhetoric of the global media
machine that we are somehow continually inadequate and powerless. This warped and
misleading narrative has been designed to keep us from our true selves and mask our natural
potency.
To those Consciousness explorers who see beyond this : let’s make it irrelevant to our journey
and out-create the limiting life choices that stifle the very essence of who we are. We are all freewilled, co-creating sovereign beings of choice. This is the baseline for exploring consciousness.
Recognising many unseen worlds and realms are layered over our reality. Recognising we are
free enough to explore these in any way we choose that does no harm to any sentient kind and
does not tread on anyones journey.
So let’s leave the rusty, broken-down buses of an old service on the scrapheap of mediocrity .
We’ve long outgrown the need for a self serving system that makes choices for us in our
unawareness. It’s passengers are travel sick with its aggressive driving . Its outdated mode of
transport has too many miles on the clock. It has no ability to change gear, the engine’s whining
and the batteries are flat. How long are we going to sit waiting for the so called smartest guys in
the room to decide our travel plans and the price of the tickets ?
The time has come for a new fleet of consciousness explorer buses where heart -spaced
awareness, self-sovereignty and courage is your ticket! A ride that will carry us to the stars and
beyond!
So we say these words to the past, present and future of all that there is. We will not bury our
heads in the sand or blindly fall into the trap that love and light alone will make us great again.
Consciousness explorers know that beyond love and light is the inner work. The attention to and
healing of inner traumas . The self healing of triggers. Nor do we jump onto every conspiracy
bandwagon or system infiltrated and co opted protest movement that diverts and distracts us
from our own wonderful journey of discovery.
We make a conscious choice to expand our awareness of all there is, was and will be. Often there
will be more questions than answers and we accept that Great Mystery will never be solved yet
find joy in the process!
Consciousness explorers: let’s find the beauty and delight of the journey itself. An endless quest
to discover more forms and colours of light, coupled with the exquisiteness of self-discovery,
self-healing and self-knowledge. We recognise the bus ride of change can be bumpy – it is
sometimes an uphill struggle with a smoking engine and at other times a smooth downhill coast
in high gear. A weave. A drift across all sweeping bends in all dimensions, timestreams, galaxies
and universes. A never-ending bus tour that is fueled by belief, an unlimited point of view,

sacred neutrality, sovereignty, and emanating joy! Finding new dream streams and exploring
those created by our ancestors who long ago filled in the pot-holes and tore down the stop signs
so that we can speed unchallenged through new eras of light, chasing rainbows and carrying
messages of peace!
And as our galactic bus happily chugs on , the sun behind us is setting on an old way of doing
things, leaving behind the inharmonious and damaging ways of the past. A new dawn holds its
breath softly waiting for more to jump on and ask for new road maps, new routes, new journeys,
new destinations , new ways of living in harmony with the earth. A more comfortable and fun
ride.
Meanwhile the system tries to put the old bus routes back into service with tired old buses
disguised with new livery as it attempts to maintain the dying status quo.
And still the new dawn waits to see if we will use our free willed choices to make ourselves great
again....
So all aboard consciousness explorers! Destination unknown! But the views will be breathtaking.
The scenery unrivaled. A never-ending journey of discovery where finally - you - get to choose
your role in the ride of your life.
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